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ITL - Israel Testing Laboratories
is recognized by most of the countries of the world, ITL is an expert
consultancy company for Israeli manufacturers in all matters
pertaining to technological compliance with the specifications of
standards agencies from around the world. These conditions make
possible early preparations to comply with the standards specifications
of the target country, thereby saving precious time in foreign customs
warehouses and tense and costly waiting to obtain standards
documentation without which the product cannot be distributed in
the target country. Thus, ITL shortens time to market for Israeli
manufacturers.
ITL accompanies the Israeli export product from beginning to end from the design stage through all production stages, including the
critical standards testing at ITL’s laboratories, until the delivery of
permits at the customs offices and importers in the various countries.
ITL is a one-stop-shop built to provide a complete basket of services
in its field under a single roof: accompanying a product from
beginning to end, including testing it at the company’s laboratories
and providing international standards certification for the product.

Israel Testing Laboratories Ltd. (ITL)
provides international standards
certification of electronic and electrical
products for Israeli exporters. The
company specializes in a range of sectors:
medical, electronics, communications,
machinery, and telephony.

International Presence
ITL has international certification to
conduct standards testing and provide
consultancy in accordance with the
requirements of the target countries. The company accompanies
the Israeli product from the initial stages through to the end so that
it complies with international standards. ITL is certified by
international standards agencies to provide standards certificates for
the Israeli product in order to reach the market quickly, thereby
saving time and money.
The company has been authorized by many international standards
agencies to award global standards certificates for Israeli export
products in a number of industries.

Ophir Gamliel
CEO

International Certification
ITL specializes in providing services in the following fields: product
safety, electromagnetic compliance,
compliance of radio and telephony
products to the various standards
specifications, and environmental
compliance.
ITL operates innovative and advanced
laboratories in two locations: at the Telrad
Networks Ltd. compound in Lod, and in
Kfar Bin Nun. The company’s 30-person
team is experienced and qualified in
international standards, and is committed
to provide efficient, friendly, reliable, quick,
and professional service.
Ophir Gamliel, CEO of ITL since 2006, was
born in Israel in 1965. He completed his military service in the
special Infantry Brigade, and does his reserve military service at the
IDF Computer Center. He has a B.Sc. in electricity and electronics
from the University of Maryland and a M.Sc. in computer science
and communications from Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore.
Ophir has a diverse global experience as he held positions, in the
US, as a senior engineer at Cisco Systems Inc. and Sprint Inc., and
a Sales director at Nortel Networks Inc. in Virginia. In addition,
Ophir served as a senior manager at Cisco Systems Israel Ltd., and
Vice President Sales at Globcall, a subsidiary of IDB Holdings
Company Ltd.

ITL represents the following national and international standards
agencies, among others: Underwriters Laboratories (UL), TÜV,
NEMKO, and the Canadian Standards Association (CSA).
Furthermore, ITL is accredited by the American Association for
Laboratory Accreditation (A2LA) and the Israel Laboratory
Accreditation Authority (ISRAC). Finally, ITL is a laboratory recognized
by the US FCC, Japan VCCI, Israel Ministry of Communication, and
Ministry of Commerce and Industry.

Advising Companies
In addition to being an Israeli standards institute whose certification
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